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LIGHT MOTOR VEHICLES
Paper - II (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
(For the Academic Year 2021-22)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii)  
1. What are the materials used for frame construction of a vehicle ?


2. What are the advantages of wire wheels.


3. Write any four components of tyre.


4. What is meant by steering?


5. What is  the requirement for good steering system?


6. Write the parts of  mechanical brake.


7. Write the advantage of single plate clutch.


8. What is the function of the transmission system?


9. What are the components in the gear box?


10. What grade of the oil is used for lubricating in gear box ?


11. What are the disadvantages of air cooling system?
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12. What are the types of lubricants used in automobiles?


13. Mention any two important properties of lubricating oils.


14. What are the circuits present in  the carter carburetor ?

(Carburetor)
15. What is the throttle adjustment?

(throttle adjustment) 
SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Explain about

(a) Frame construction (b) Materials of  frame


 

17. Explain about effect of air pressure on tyre performance.


18. Explain the Ackerman steering gear mechanism with line diagram.

(Ackerman)
19. Describe the power steering system.


20. Write about hand brake.


21. Explain the multi plate clutch with neat sketch.


22. Draw the layout of transmission system and give its function.


23. Write about lubrication in gear box.


24. Explain the properties of lubricants.


25. Explain different adjustments and their purposes in carburetor.


__________


